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PHILIPPINES OUTREACH
This week Sheila and our youngest, Joshua (15), returned

home from a short term missions trip to the Philippines. They were
part of a 9 member team from our church who went to help out on
the Logos Hope, one of the ships operated by Operation Mobilization
(www.om.org/en/what-we-do/ships)

More details are to come in a future newsletter; or to learn
about it sooner and see more photos, visit
www.greenwood-updates.posterous.com

"I was very impressed last night by Andre Kole's show, but what touched me the most was
how evangelical the show was. Andre illustrated the Gospel by using a light bulb. I will always
remember this and so will all of my friends that came with me. Andre made people think and he
shared the facts about God. I am very grateful for this opportunity and that so many Estonians heard
about Jesus."

ESTONIAN IMPACT

One of the coordinators for our time there passed
along the comment above from an Estonian pastor who
invited 50 non-Christian friends to see Andre's show.

We performed for, and shared the gospel with
more than 6,000 people during the 4 programs we did in
Tallin. It is estimated that 2,200 Estonian versions of
Josh McDowell's book, More Than A Carpenter, were
given out after the shows.

Joshua helping Chef Andy prepare
a meal for the crew of 400 on the

ship, Logos Hope
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What is a “none” you
ask? A “none” is someone
who does not have any
religious affiliation - now
making up one fifth of the
American population. This is
according to a poll by the Pew Forum
on Religion and Public Life which was
just released in October.

When “nones” are asked
what they believe in, the answer is
essentially ‘a little bit of eveything, but
nothing in particular’.

Reports like this illustrate the
importance of the movie we are
making - “The Supernatural Project”. In
it we interview dozens of the world’s
most celebrated magicians, illusionists,
and magical inventors who share the

inside secrets of the
deception that continues to
grow around us.  Then, from
that foundation, we deal with
supposed phenomenon
which does not merit our

belief, as well as consider the strong
belief which Andre Kole has, which
has motivated him to share the
gospel in over 50 countries of the
world.

THE NUMBER OF AMERICANS WHO DO NOT IDENTIFY WITH ANY
RELIGION CONTINUES TO GROW AT A RAPID PACE. ONE-FIFTH OF
THE U.S. PUBLIC – AND A THIRD OF ADULTS UNDER 30 – ARE
RELIGIOUSLY UNAFFILIATED TODAY, THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGES
EVER IN PEW RESEARCH CENTER POLLING.

What
Do
You
Believe?

‘Nones’: the fastest growing religious category

Please join us in praying for wisdom and direction in scripting and organizing the interviews and graphics into a captivating
documentary. Also pray for the funding we need for the project so it can progress rapidly.


